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Eight new sites, from the Straits of Malacca, to Papua
New Guinea and San Marino, added to UNESCO’s World
Heritage List
Monday, July 7, 2008

The World Heritage Committee meeting in Quebec City has added eight new cultural sites to
UNESCO’s World Heritage List on the morning of the 7 of July. With these inscriptions, Papua New
Guinea and San Marino enter the World Heritage List for the first time.
The new sites inscribed are:
Melaka and George Town, historic cities of the Straits of Malacca (Malaysia) have
developed over 500 years of trading and cultural exchanges between East and West in the Straits
of Malacca. The influences of Asia and Europe have endowed the towns with a specific multicultural
heritage that is both tangible and intangible. With its government buildings, churches, squares and
fortifications, Melaka demonstrates the early stages of this history originating in the 15th-century
Malay sultanate and the Portuguese and Dutch periods beginning in the early 16th century.
Featuring residential and commercial buildings, George Town represents the British era from the
end of the 18th century. The two towns constitute a unique architectural and cultural townscape
without parallel anywhere in East and Southeast Asia.
Kuk Early Agricultural Site (Papua New Guinea) consists of 116 ha of swamps in the southern
highlands of New Guinea 1,500 metres above sea-level. Archaeological excavation has revealed
the landscape to be one of wetland reclamation worked almost continuously for 7,000, and
possibly for 10,000 years. It contains well-preserved archaeological remains demonstrating the
technological leap which transformed plant exploitation to agriculture around 6,500 years ago. It is
an excellent example of transformation of agricultural practices over time, from cultivation mounds
to draining the wetlands through the digging of ditches with wooden tools. Kuk is one of the few
places in the world where archaeological evidence suggests independent agricultural development
and changes in agricultural practice over such a long period of time.
Stari Grad Plain (Croatia) on the Adriatic island of Hvar is a cultural landscape that has
remained practically intact since it was first colonized by Ionian Greeks from Paros in the 4th
century BC. The original agricultural activity of this fertile plain, mainly centring on grapes and
olives, has been maintained since Greek times to the present. The site is also a natural reserve.
The landscape features ancient stone walls and trims, or small stone shelters, and bears testimony
to the ancient geometrical system of land division used by the ancient Greeks, the chora which has
remained virtually intact over 24 centuries.
Fortifications of Vauban (France) consists of 13 groups of fortified buildings and sites along the
western, northern and eastern borders of France. They represent the finest examples of the work
of Sébastien Le Prestre de Vauban (1633-1707), a military engineer of King Louis XIV. The serial
property includes towns built from scratch by Vauban, citadels built on plains, urban bastion walls,
bastion towers and a residence. There are also mountain forts, sea forts, a mountain battery and
two mountain communication structures. This property is inscribed as bearing witness to the 7/8/08
peak
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